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ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS (10 X 10 = 100M)

1. Discuss the relationship of UN with regional organisation with special reference to European Union.

2. On New Year's Day, 1965, 'A' a member nation of the UN, due to its ongoing confrontation with state
'B', announced that it would withdraw from the UN if 'B' were to take a seat on the Security
Council. Three weeks later, state 'A' officially confirmed its withdrawal in a letter to the Secretary
General.
Whether a state can withdraw from the membership of UN. State your answers with reasons.

3. Discuss the role of Trusteeship council and why it lost its relevance today?

4. Discuss the role of ECOSOC and its relationship with specialised agencies.

5. Dicuss the role of ICJ to the development of International Law.

6. State all the provisions regarding admission process of a state into the UN. Can a state be suspended
or expelled from the membership of UNO. Discuss.

7. Once a state is a party to the International court's statute, it is entitled to participate in cases before the
court. However, being a party to the statute does not automatically give the court jurisdiction over
disputes involving those parties. Discuss the jurisdiction of ICJ in light of above statement.
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8. Trace the events that led to the formation of International Organisation. Discuss the nature and scope
of International organisations.

 

9. Define "specialized agency". Discuss the role of ILO as a specialized agaency of UN.  

10. Discuss any two cases where India has availed services of ICJ.  


